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A MUCH DIFFERENT 
CONFERENCE 
SEASON 
Usually around this time, many of us are gearing up for 
ISTE — scheduling business meetings, planning to 
catch up with friends, and looking forward to meeting 
new colleagues for the first time. But, despite some 
events going back to in person, this year remains an 
unusual conference season.

First, ISTE is going to be a virtual conference again 
(read Eileen Belastock’s helpful preview on page 14). 
There will still be plenty of opportunities for professional 
development, but a virtual conference requires a much 
different preparation plan. 

“Virtual conferences can be meaningful and fulfilling experiences,” 
writes Carl Hooker, “if approached properly.” His article, “Virtual Conferences: 12 Tips to 
Make the Most of the Experience” on page 10 has some great tips, including my favorite 
starting point: “Disconnect from your real life.” Not always easy when you’re attending a 
conference on the same device on which you do your work. 

To help you plan your conference year, Tech & Learning assembled an edtech conference 
guide (page 18) that includes dates and “locations” — whether the conferences will be held 
in person, virtual, or hybrid. (Email me at christine.weiser@futurenet.com if you’d like us to 
consider adding your event to our web calendar.) 

Virtual events have been a big part of our work at Tech & Learning this past year (we 
just wrapped another conference that drew 8,000 New York City Department of Education 
attendees!). We’ve enjoyed supporting professional development for our audience through 
these events, and I don’t see virtual conferences going away any time soon. That said, we’re 
also ready to see everyone in person again. Stay tuned for more details about our live events, 
coming this Fall!
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T
he edtech conference holds a special place in my heart for many 
reasons. It’s where I found my crew of like-minded educators 
who I still have connections with to this day. It’s where I found 
my footing as a professional speaker. It’s where I discovered 
amazing ideas and strategies that I could share with my staff. That 
said, in many ways, the edtech conference has become a mixed 

bag of experiences for most in attendance. 
Now with the sudden shift to the virtual experience, what is to become 

of these monolithic and somewhat expensive events? Will schools pay 
hundreds of dollars to send teachers and secure subs or opt to just have 
them attend and learn remotely? Is there an advantage to learning in-person 
versus online? What about the connections and collaborative “conference 
hallway moments” when you run into someone and begin a creative dialog? 
What about all that conference swag in the vendor hall?

What will the future of edtech conferences bring?
As someone who has organized, presented, and attended edtech 

conferences all over the world, I consider myself somewhat of a conference 
junkie/expert. I see the good they can bring, and I see their faults. This is my 
own take on what that experience should be based on my own background 
knowledge and many interviews with other edtech thought leaders.

VIRTUAL VS. IN-PERSON 
Pre-pandemic, there was already a slow shift toward virtual conference 

experiences happening. Organizations such as ISTE posted videos of 
spotlight sessions on their website for later access for its members. 
Many other state-level conferences, such as ImpactEdu in Minnesota 
and NYSCATE in New York, offered online components and gamified 
experiences with social media. However, these were not the front-and-
center, bread-and-butter part of the event. People want to see big name 
speakers and hear about schools transformational ideas while drinking 
overpriced coffee and planning their happy hour. 

The virtual experience can offer inexpensive and more flexible solutions 

WHAT IS THE FUTURE 
OF THE EDTECH 
CONFERENCE?
Just as education has changed thanks to the pandemic, so will edtech conferences 

By Carl Hooker

School district leaders gather at the  
Tech & Learning Leadership Summit in 2019.

http://www.techlearning.com
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for educators wanting to learn from the comfort of their home or school. 
There are no needs for expensive flights, hotels, travel itineraries, or 
substitute teachers. For the budget-minded administrator out there, this 
looks to be a no-brainer solution for their teachers. Save money while still 
learning good stuff? Sign me up!

That said, there is a lot that is lost in the virtual experience that has not 
been successfully replicated during the pandemic, though many have tried. 
As a speaker, much like our teachers, you have to come up with creative 
ways to engage the audience in a virtual setting (although I’d argue this 
should be the case in any setting). Watching someone present on a 2D 
screen vs. the 3D experience is different. There is no atmosphere or energy 
in the room that the presenter and attendees can play off of, and while you 
can still learn quite a bit watching a webinar, the most memorable learning 
happens as a result of an experience. This is hard to do in a virtual setting.

A LEARNING VACATION 
Outside the sessions and playgrounds, I’d argue there is equally as much 

learning happening around the “in-between spaces” of the event. That chance 
encounter with a fellow Twitter follower in the hallway between sessions. 
Sitting down at a happy hour with educators from different parts of the world. 
Having dinner with a colleague who you haven’t seen in years. All of these 
experiences may seem like fluff to the outside observer, but it’s through these 
small conversations that true discovery and creativity can be born. 

Teachers can make any moment educational. In 2018, at the ISTE 
conference, I hosted an “Ed Tech Poetry Slam” that brought together 
many phenomenal speakers from around the world and put them in an 
environment unlike any conference ballroom. Shifting people out of their 
comfort zones can be stressful, and this pandemic has taught us that having 
discomfort is a powerful thing. You can actually do a lot more in that 

moment of discomfort than you can sticking to what you already know. 
Having these moments of discomfort is a side effect of learning.

When I ran professional learning in my school district, one of my most 
successful workshops involved a secret field trip to an undisclosed location. 
Usually it was a place of business, a start-up company, or some open space 
where we could work, learn, and collaborate. Getting teachers out of their 
traditional environment awakens the brain to ideas and lessens the load 
of responsibilities that exist when you are either at home or at school. The 
impact of the environment on learning has been well-documented. I would 
add that a change of location away from your home town can also have a 
psychological impact and encourage a willingness to be open to new ideas. 
You don’t get these with a virtual experience, but does the expense justify 
the learning outcomes? Maybe.

CONVERSATIONS VS. CONTENT 
Trying to manufacture an online environment that lends itself to 

collaboration can be challenging. Companies such as Remo and RoomKey 
quickly spun up artificial roundtable-type environments in which you can 
float between spaces and maybe stumble into a conversation. These attempts 
to “humanize the event experience” are admirable, but still sorely lacking in 
many ways.

When I attend a conference, I’m there for two main reasons: Content 
and conversations. The content comes from the sessions I attend, the 
vendor presentations, and the playground areas for hands-on activities. 
The conversations happen everywhere and at any time. You could discover 
that the person sitting next to you in a session is actually wrestling with the 
same issues you are (makes sense if you are interested in the same session). 
A chance encounter with an educator at a vendor-hosted after hours event 
could lead to a significant collaboration that will create lasting change to 
your staff and students. 

I know this because I’ve seen it happen and experienced it myself. 
While I love to learn about the Top 10 VR tools in my classroom or how 
Bitmojis are revolutionizing primary student learning, I crave those 
conversations. They not only fill my educator bucket, they turn ideas into 
action. Those conversations don’t happen in the same manner in an online 
environment.

WHEN I ATTEND A CONFERENCE, 
I’M THERE FOR TWO MAIN 
REASONS: CONTENT
AND CONVERSATIONS. THE 
CONTENT COMES FROM THE 
SESSIONS I ATTEND, THE 
VENDOR PRESENTATIONS, 
AND THE PLAYGROUND AREAS 
FOR HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES. 
THE CONVERSATIONS HAPPEN 
EVERYWHERE AND AT ANY TIME.”

Judson ISD’s 
Randy Rodgers 

checks out 
virtual reality 

technology at a 
Tech & Learning 

Leadership 
Summit in 2019.

http://www.techlearning.com
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DEATH OF THE  
VENDOR HALL? 

When I was starting out as a teacher, the 
vendor hall was a magical place. Filled with 
laughter, noises, cheers, and enough free candy 
to feed a small country, it’s like Willy Wonka’s for 
edtech enthusiasts. All sorts of hopes and dreams 
can happen inside the vendor hall, but it’s also 
fraught with peril. How can I afford this amazing 
device cart with the LED lights and Bose sound 
system? Or will my kids truly enjoy and learn 
from this gamified learning platform du jour?

When the in-person conference went into 
hibernation with the pandemic, many edtech 
companies started to re-evaluate their marketing 
budget and funds dedicated to these massive 
vendor halls. The truth is many of these 
companies were already revisiting whether 
their funds couldn’t be better spent elsewhere 
rather than being in a sea of 300 tables and 
pop-up signage. In either virtual or in-person 
environments, vendors are wrestling with the 
attention economy. There are only so many 
things they can do to draw eyes to their product 
and, eventually, even the free candy goes stale. 

You can start to understand why some 
vendors have been pulling out of vendor halls 
in favor of special side events around the 
conference location. These side events can bring 
a captive audience around a fun and engaging 
experience (often with free food and beverages). 
Conversions come at a much higher rate in these 
intimate events than during the massive hall 
mania that turns vendors into carnival barkers.

However, without a vendor hall, the edtech 
conference cannot exist with the current models 
available. Edtech companies help defray many of 
the expenses and overhead costs such as renting 
the facility and buying blocks of hotel rooms. 
Without their support, the traditional in-person conference will go the way 
of the Dodo bird. 

THE FUTURE 
Taking into account all of these factors and experiences, it’s hard to 

imagine a future in which the edtech conference goes “back to normal.” Much 
like our classrooms, conference presenters need to look at how to make the 
greatest impact and reach through creative means that might look different 
than what they are used to. Spaces for attendees to collaborate and conversate 
are still necessary, although these may have to be manufactured in a virtual 
environment at times or carved out of the large conference center hallways. 

The edtech conference will need to become much more user-focused in 
order to survive. Organizers must offer diverse ways to deliver content and 
foster conversations beyond the traditional “Sit-n-get” sessions of old. Having 
engaging and gamified experiences for users to interact and create will keep 
attendees involved and craving more. Designing interactive ways for vendors 

to be seen and heard will keep companies coming back for more as well. 
Drawing attendees back to in-person conferences will require some 

change and vision from those who organize such events. With that change 
will come discomfort and fear of the unknown. But after this past year, I 
can’t think of a better time to enact that change than right here, right now. 
It’s time to pivot.

Carl Hooker has been a part of a strong educational shift with technology 
integration since becoming an educator. As Director of Innovation & Digital 
Learning at Eanes ISD, he has helped spearhead the LEAP program, which 
put one-to-one iPads in the hands of all K-12 students in his 8,000-student 
district. He is also the founder of “iPadpalooza”- a three-day “learning 
festival” held in Austin annually. He’s also the author of the six-book series 
titled Mobile Learning Mindset, a guide for teachers, administrators, parents 
and others to support and embrace mobile learning in our schools. Read more 
at Hooked on Innovation.

More event past blasts: Author and speaker Carl Hooker with educators at ISTE 2019.

Science Leadership Academy’s Chris Lehmann (center) enjoys the comments of one of SLA’s students at the 
T&L Leadership Summit in Philadelphia in 2019.

http://www.techlearning.com
http://hookedoninnovation.com/
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Let’s face it, Zoom fatigue is real. We have all felt it this past year and the 
thought of attending a virtual conference is about as exciting as mowing the 
grass. But it doesn’t have to be. 

Some of the benefits from attending an in-person conference is the 
travel away from your work, your home, and your responsibilities. A virtual 
conference offers none of that, but you can manufacture an environment in 
which replicating the conference experience happens on a virtual level. 

These tips have helped me re-engage with the virtual conference and 
make it a much more meaningful and fulfilling experience.

DISCONNECT FROM YOUR REAL LIFE 

1 
This is probably the most difficult of all the tips so I’ll start with it. The 
truth is even when you travel to a conference, your work and home 
life follow you, just remotely. Now that you are attending a conference 
remotely, your work and home life are right in the room next door. Try 

your best to block off your calendar, set your email to “out of office” mode, 
and let others in your house know that you’ll be focused on learning. Just 
like at an in-person event, those responsibilities will distract you, but with 
some clear communication, you can carve out a space to help you focus. 

CHANGE ENVIRONMENTS 

2 
While it’s still a challenge to go places even as things open back up, 
you should try to get out of your house when attending a conference. 
Maybe you go to the coffee shop down the street with the good wifi 
and outside tables, or maybe it’s just a temporary conference room 

somewhere. If you have a neighbor who is out of town or at work, offer to 
watch over the place in exchange for an escape from your own house or 
apartment. The change of scenery can help get your mind in the right space 
for learning as you won’t be looking around your home for chores that you 
think you should be doing. 

CREATE A CONFERENCE ROUTINE 

3 
Think about what you do when you attend a conference in-person. 
Do you get up and work out in the morning before heading to the 
Starbucks in the hotel? Do you look over the sessions ahead of time 
and star the ones you want to attend that day? Maybe you get dressed 

up? Re-creating your normal conference routine can help get you in the 
right frame of mind to absorb information. If you have another location (see 
tip No. 2) you can almost re-create the entire experience remotely. 

VIRTUAL CONFERENCES: 
12 TIPS TO MAKE THE MOST 
OF THE EXPERIENCE
Virtual conferences can be meaningful and fulfilling experiences if approached properly

By Carl Hooker

Tech & Learning Content/
Brand Director Christine 
Weiser joins esports experts  
at December 2020’s  
Leveling Up Conference.

http://www.techlearning.com
https://www.techlearning.com/news/why-zoom-fatigue-occurs-and-how-educators-can-overcome-it
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SYNCHRONOUS SESSIONS 

4 
One of the big advantages to virtual conferences are the wealth of 
sessions you can attend during and after the event. You no longer have 
to feel awkward walking out of a session that doesn’t work for you. Now 
you can just leave the virtual room and go into another one within 

seconds. As you are looking through the schedule, try and identify speakers 
and sessions that promise to be interactive for attendees. These are the best to 
attend in real-time as you can be an active participant during the session. 

ON-DEMAND SESSIONS 

5 
As you look through your schedule, try to identify which sessions 
will be available for a later viewing. Also, read the session 
descriptions to see if it’s more informational (such as a traditional 
“sit-n-get” session). If you have a scheduling conflict, choose the 

more interactive session for your real-time experience, and then go back 
and watch the other session. I’m still watching sessions from SXSWedu and 
it happened more than two months ago!  

LEARN AND LISTEN 

6 
Sitting in a crowded room, packed with attendees struggling to keep 
their coffee, laptop and phone on their lap, can be an uncomfortable 
experience. Many attendees like to interact and explore while a 
speaker is presenting. This can be awkward in person, but the 

reality is that we are all victims of the attention economy. Now that you are 
attending remotely, you might be even more tempted to surf Facebook or 
shop on Amazon as no one is there to see. Turn off all those distractions 
when attending and, if you can, explore what is being presented during the 
session. It might even be helpful to bring a pad of paper and pen to take 
notes so you can have a full-screen experience while you are attending. 

BE MOBILE 

7 
There isn’t a rule that says you have to sit at your desk or on the couch 
while you attend a conference. Some of the great things about apps 
such as Clubhouse is that you can attend while walking. This can be a 
little trickier at a virtual event that includes slides, but there is nothing 

that says you can’t pick up your phone and head over to the neighborhood 
park. Getting up and moving adds oxygen to the brain and will help you be 
more alert and attentive to whatever is happening in the session. 

INTERACT 

8 
Another way to be attentive is to interact during the session. If there 
is a chat or Q&A feature, try to engage with the other attendees or 
presenters. As a frequent virtual presenter, nothing brings me more 
joy than seeing a lively chat room. This is something that is hard to 

recreate in an in-person event as you are usually limited to chatting with the 
people next to you. Take advantage of it! 

VISIT THE VIRTUAL VENDOR HALL 

9 
Vendors really took it on the chin when conferences switched to 
virtual. They were already struggling getting physical traffic through 
the show floor and when attendees did come through, they were 
distracted by their phones. Now vendors are trying to lure your eyes 

to their product in a virtual setting, which is even more challenging, so 
they’re coming up with inventive ways to draw attention in a way that can 
be rewarding for the attendees. I’m hosting multiple Trivia events during 

the upcoming ISTE 2021 event that are engaging and entertaining, and give 
attendees many chances to win prizes and products. And because there 
are not as many attending these events, your chances of winning go up 
exponentially, and you might learn about a product or two that you didn’t 
know could help you in your classroom. 

BREAKS 

10 
Sitting through a six-hour conference online can be mentally 
exhausting, and now that you are not running from session 
to session in a large conference center, you are also physically 
stagnant. Just like at an in-person conference, be sure to build 

in some breaks. Stand up and do a yoga stretch. Go outside for a 15-minute 
power walk. Refresh your cup of coffee. Your brain and eyeballs need frequent 
breaks from the screen, which can help bolster your focus and productivity. 

TRY SOME SOCIAL EVENTS 

11 
I know attending a virtual happy hour isn’t the same thing as in-
person. It’s not even close. But there are some events that provide 
networking opportunities during and after sessions end for the 
day. These can involve games, karaoke, or even a mixologist. Try to 

attend at least one of the conference’s social events to make a connection or 
meet up with colleagues from past conferences. 

ATTEND WITH COLLEAGUES 

12 
I’ve always said that learning is an active team sport. You learn 
more when you are actively involved and when you have a 
team. Attending a virtual conference can feel very isolating. If 
at all possible, try and get other colleagues to attend the same 

conference. You can coordinate schedules and circle back after each day for 
a quick Zoom (or in-person) debrief. This will help hold you accountable to 
attending sessions and offer you some other perspectives and insight into 
those sessions you couldn’t attend. If you hear of an interesting session a 
colleague attended, you can try to view it on-demand later. 

While it is impossible to completely replicate the in-person conference 
experience in a virtual setting, my hope is that using a few of these tips can 
help you get the most out of your next virtual event. So grab a cup of your 
favorite coffee, throw on some yoga pants, and log on and learn!

Author Cornelius Minor delivers the keynote at a recent New York 
Department of Education “Beyond Access Forum,” produced by Tech & 
Learning, which drew 2,000 school staff.

http://www.techlearning.com
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F
or those of us still energized and inspired 
from attending the ISTE 2020 Reimaged 
Virtual Conference, we will have another 
opportunity to engage, experience, and 
connect at ISTELive 21 - Designing a New 
Learning Landscape, June 26-30, 2021. 

Again, ISTE is proven to create a virtual 
conference experience that models what educators 
across the country have implemented in their hybrid 
and remote classrooms - engaging, personalized, 
collaborative learning experiences. With live, 
interactive, and immersive learning sessions, featured 
voices, playgrounds, poster sessions, and an expo 
hall, this second virtual ISTE conference exemplifies 
that “the show must go on!” 

As an innovative and forward-thinking 
conference, instead of the usual keynote speakers, 
ISTELive 21 will highlight powerful voices with 
inspiring stories that impact education. During the 
five-day event, featured voices will include educators, 
thought leaders, and authors such as Brett Salak, 
Regina Gonzalez de Cossio, Patricia Brown, Dominic 
Caguioa, Alberto and Mario Herreaz, and Dr. Henry 
Turner. Critical topics such as inequity, anti-racism, 
global collaboration, and the pandemic’s impact on 
our students will be addressed by these experts, who 
will look to inspire us to lead change.

No matter the roles of the attendees, they will be hard-pressed not 
to find sessions tailored to their challenges, areas of interest, and future 
initiatives. ISTE has crafted 39 professional development topics that include 
relevant and timely challenges such as online and blended classroom 
models, social-emotional programming, and student-driven game-
based learning. In addition, unlike in-person conferences during which 
attendees must choose between sessions, the live recording and media-rich 
on-demand sessions ensure that attendees can fully experience all that  
ISTELive 21 offers during and after the conference.  

Fourteen topic-based session lists curated by the ISTE Professional 
Learning Networks allow attendees access to high-quality presenters and 
learning experiences. Not to be missed are the 80 international content 
sessions whose theme is “listen, learn, share and stay connected globally.” 
Global change-makers such as Sandra Chow, Dr. Kelly Grogan, and 
Dr. Jessica Hale will present “Pathways to Tomorrow: Building Global 
Competencies through Intercultural Experiences” to expand perspectives 
on competencies for our students’ future. In the “Best tools for Global 

Collaboration” ISTE Global Collaboration, PLN leaders Margret Atkinson 
and Anne Mirtschin will explore tools that can help provide successful 
connections, interactive problem-solving, and professional networking and 
development in virtual environments.

If you are a district or school leader, it is worth the price of admission 
to attend the Leadership Exchange. This recently added pre-conference 
event brings together worldwide educational leaders such as Ken Shelton, 
Temple Lovelace, Kumar Garg, and Adina Sullivan-Marlow. The focus of 
the Exchange is to provide edtech leaders with collaborative opportunities 
to accelerate transformational practices and explore emerging models of 
post-pandemic learning.  

As we are closing the books on this school year and looking ahead 
with hope and possibilities for the upcoming school year, ISTELive 21 is 
the event that will highlight, support, and rejuvenate our commitment to 
our students. So, take advantage of the collaborative experiences, connect 
with colleagues doing the work, and end this year with renewed energy and 
enthusiasm for a new learning landscape of SY 2021.

ISTELIVE 21 PREVIEW: 
DESIGNING A NEW 
LEARNING LANDSCAPE
By Eileen Belastock

The ISTE conference hall during its last live event in 2019.

http://www.techlearning.com
https://conference.iste.org/
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A
ustin, Texas, is a place of eclectic music, beautiful lakes, 
superb Tex-Mex and BBQ restaurants, and on June 14-16, 
2021, it will host the second annual Digital Learning Annual 
Conference (DLAC). 

This innovative conference will focus on online, hybrid, 
and blended strategies and solutions that best support the 

entire school community. Unlike other conferences, DLAC 2021 will not be 
a “sit and get” event. Instead, attendees will have opportunities to share their 
experiences, learn through collaboration, and network with colleagues in 
facilitated sessions and informal settings. The organizers believe that there is 
value in the hallway conversations outside the sessions and aim to maximize 
those opportunities while maintaining the benefits of more traditional 
conference programming. 

Understanding that not everyone will attend the conference in person, 
DLAC 2021 has thoughtfully created its conference in a flexible hybrid 
model, with onsite and online attendance options. The online option will 
occur in three segments: an online conference opening June 8; onsite 
sessions June 14-16 that offer online programming; and a final DLAC 
Encore online session on June 30. 

SESSION TYPES
DLAC 2021 guarantees that both their online and in-person sessions 

will be shorter, livelier, and more interactive than most conferences, 
“creating a high-energy gathering built on sharing and conversations.”  

Onsite DLAC includes contributed talks, workshops, panel discussions, 
debates, table talks, and PechaKucha talks. In addition, DLAC online 
presentations, discussions, and networking opportunities will include 
extensive break-out rooms to allow small group video discussions and text 
chat options. 

Finally, live streaming several sessions from Austin will give online 
attendees a connection to the onsite conference with live moderators and 
real-time interaction. 

TRACKS
Focusing on topics relevant to the many districts seeking to create, 

expand, and improve digital learning, conference goers will have the 
opportunity to attend sessions relevant to our new world of online schools 
and classrooms. Tracks will offer consecutive sessions that will provide 
attendees with planning and implementation strategies that support 

DIGITAL LEARNING 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
DLAC 2021: A PREVIEW
By Eileen Belastock

Educators discuss the state of digital learning during an in-person DLAC session. C
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http://www.techlearning.com
https://www.deelac.com/
https://www.deelac.com/hybrid
https://www.pechakucha.com/
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robust digital learning initiatives. 
For districts looking to create or expand their 

online and hybrid learning environments, the 
How to Start an Online School Track will dive into 
critical topics such as setting goals, operational and 
district policies, and how best to support online 
teachers. The twelve Online Teaching Track sessions 
will help the needs of both new and experienced 
online teachers with topics such as Building 
Community in the Online Classroom, Engaging 
Reluctant/Struggling Learners, and Synchronous 
vs. Asynchronous Strategies. Finally, the challenges 
of the hundreds of school districts expanding their 
use of blended learning in summer 2021 and school 
year 2021-22 will be addressed in The Blended 
Teaching Track, which will focus on creating 
customized learning pathways, understanding 
blended learning in the early grades, and, most 
importantly, designing engaging online learning 
experiences.  

Recognizing the challenges faced by rural school 
communities during the recent pandemic, DLAC 21 

includes various online and blended learning sessions 
specifically for rural teachers and administrators. 
Sessions of interest include highlighting how a rural 
district addressed continuity of learning during the 
pandemic using various learning models, online tools, 
and digital content, and how to engage and provide 
equity for more than 150 square miles.

While in-person conferences are slow to come back, 
DLAC 2021 has found the secret sauce of connecting 
districts and educators across the country through their 
hybrid conference model. When they launched DLAC 
in 2019, they said: “No technology has ever transformed 
education quickly, and we see no sign that technology is 
about to do so. But we see plenty of examples of dedicated 
school leaders, caring teachers, thoughtful providers, 
effective researchers, and respectful policymakers 
using technology to improve student opportunities and 
outcomes.” This commitment is reflected in DLAC’s 
focus on the needs of their community and providing 
professional development experiences that will ensure 
sustainable, effective, and engaging digital learning 
experiences for our students.  

Need Help Navigating 
Relief Funding? 
Boxlight has a dedicated team to assist you with 

relief funding information and applications. Let us 

assist your school or district’s grant e�orts, bringing 

you closer to the products and services you need 

to help students today and tomorrow. 

Boxlight o�ers award-winning interactive panels, 

STEM solutions and curriculum, lesson-delivery 

software, and professional development that 

meet funding requirements and allow educators

to engage students no matter where they are. 

www.boxlight.com

Learn More

WHILE IN-PERSON 
CONFERENCES ARE 
SLOW TO COME BACK, 
DLAC 2021 HAS FOUND 
THE SECRET SAUCE 
OF CONNECTING
DISTRICTS AND 
EDUCATORS ACROSS 
THE COUNTRY 
THROUGH THEIR  
HYBRID CONFERENCE 
MODEL.”

http://www.boxlight.com
https://news.mimio.boxlight.com/esser?utm_campaign=Funding%20Guides&utm_source=Tech-Learn&utm_medium=Tech-Learn
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JUNE 2021

BEYOND ACCESS FORUM 
(ON DEMAND)
■ Virtual | June 3, 2021
Join the NYC DOE for a thought-provoking 
interactive virtual event on digital accessibility, 
inclusion, and teaching information fluency, 
attracting over 2,000 high-level decision 
makers and key NYC Department of 
Education influencers.

DLAC 
▲ Hybrid | June 14-16 2021
Austin, TX 
■ Virtual | June 8 and June 30
DLAC helps K-12 digital learning 
practitioners, researchers, and policymakers 
learn from each other and share best practices 
in this new and innovative conference. 
Sessions are shorter and more interactive than 
most conferences, creating a high-energy 
gathering built on sharing and conversations. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
PIVOTCON
■ Virtual | June 15, 2021
SC PivotCON is a free interactive experience 
with multiple sessions throughout the day. 
Attendees can personalize their schedules to 
create an individualized program that meets 
their unique professional development needs. 
Topics include personalized learning and 
how virtual school practices can translate to 
traditional schools.

AV3
■ Virtual | June 17, 2021
AV³ is a one-day virtual experience designed to 
answer the question ‘’What’s next for pro AV?’’ 
AV³ will bring the pro AV community together 
through advanced virtual networking, future-
focused education, and an exhibit hall featuring 
the best AV technologies of today and tomorrow. 

NATIONAL CHARTER  
SCHOOLS CONFERENCE 
■ Virtual |  June 20 - 23, 2021
NCSC21 will be a virtual conference 
experience with timely content, a custom-
designed platform, and opportunities to make 
meaningful connections that will help reshape 
the conversation in preK-12 education. 

ONLINE TEACHING 
CONFERENCE
■ Virtual | June 21-23, 2021
The Online Teaching Conference is a premier 
gathering of faculty, staff, and administrators 
who are leading the way in developing 
innovative and effective online education.

AMERICAN LIBRARY 
ASSOCIATION ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE AND 
EXHIBITION
■ Virtual | June 23-29
The leading library event of the year offers 
more than 200 educational sessions, hundreds 
of exhibitors, and more than 140 authors. 
Featured speakers include Nikole Hannah-
Jones, Stanley Tucci and Tricia Yearwood. 

PBL WORLD 2021 
■ Virtual | June 21-24, 2021
PBL World 2021 promises engaging 
workshops, inspiring keynotes, deep 
connections with fellow travelers, and even 
fun surprises.

SIIA EDTECH  
CODIE AWARDS
■ Virtual | June 22-23, 20212
The SIIA CODiE Awards have a 36-year 
history of honoring the very best software, 
education, information, financial and 
media products in achieving excellence and 
innovation.

MODEL SCHOOLS 
Hybrid | June 22 & 24 | Nashville, TN 
■ Virtual Kick-Off | June 27–30
For nearly 30 years, Model Schools Conference 
has convened like-minded, future-focused 
leaders and teachers to share innovative 
practices to then replicate in halls and 
classrooms across the country. 

ASCD EMPOWER ANNUAL
■ Virtual | June 23–25, 2021
ASCD’s biggest event of the year offers 
educators best practices, strategies, and skills 
that will inspire and spark summer learning 
plans.

ISTELIVE 21 
■ Virtual | June 26-30, 2021
ISTELive 21 will include 500+ sessions in 
various formats, from interactive hands-on 
to listen and learn. Session topics include 
creating equity and community online, 
teaching project-based learning, and providing 
meaningful and authentic assessment in 
remote settings. 
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CONFERENCE GUIDE

To help you plan your PD, this comprehensive list features virtual, hybrid, and  
in-person professional learning events all across the country. Please be aware 
that dates, locations, and formats are subject to change.

School district leaders gather at the Austin Tech & Learning/Brightbytes Summit in 2018.

http://www.techlearning.com
https://www.techlearningevents.com/nycdoeconference
https://www.deelac.com/
https://www.techlearningevents.com/scpivotconference
https://www.techlearningevents.com/scpivotconference
https://www.av3event.com
https://ncsc.publiccharters.org/ncsc21
https://ncsc.publiccharters.org/ncsc21
http://onlineteachingconference.org
http://onlineteachingconference.org
https://2021.alaannual.org/
https://2021.alaannual.org/
https://2021.alaannual.org/
https://2021.alaannual.org/
https://pblworksevents.force.com/s/lt-event?id=a4U4W000001BD81UAG
https://history.siia.net/codie
https://history.siia.net/codie
https://leadered.com/model-schools-conference/
https://events.ascd.org/annual-conference
https://conference.iste.org/2021/
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JULY 2021
CONNECTED  
LEARNING SUMMIT
■ Virtual | July 7-30, 2021
The Connected Learning Summit represents 
a merger between three community events: 
the Digital Media and Learning Conference, 
the Games+Learning+Society Conference, 
and Sandbox Summit. The program includes 
a mix of presentation and workshop formats 
ranging from speculative design, to game 
walkthroughs, sharing work in progress, and 
research panels.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
PRINCIPALS
● In-Person | July 8-10, 2021
Chicago, IL
NAESP has been serving elementary and 
middle school principals and other education 
leaders since 1921. Conference topics will 
include closing the equity gap, school safety, 
social and emotional learning, early literacy 
and best practices in school leadership.

NATIONAL PRINCIPALS  
CONFERENCE
■ Virtual | July 14–16, 2021
The National Principals Conference provides 
professional learning workshops, premier 
keynote speakers, game-based learning, and 
breakout networking sessions that provide 
community-building experiences.

COMPUTER SCIENCE  
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
■ Virtual | July 14-16 2021
CSTA’s Annual Conference features over 
100 sessions of computer science education, 
inspirational keynotes, reinvigorating sessions, 
and moments of fun and connection along 
the way. 

NATIONAL SCIENCE 
TEACHING ASSOCIATION 
STEM21
■ Virtual | July 26-30, 2021
NSTA STEM21 offers thought-provoking 
presentations and sessions, lively Marketplace 
partner workshops, and the latest teaching 
tools and techniques for an evolving 
educational landscape.

NYCSCHOOLS VIRTUAL 
TECH SUMMIT
■ Virtual | July 28, 2021
Attendees at this popular annual conference, 
hosted by the New York City department 
of Education, will learn new education 
technologies, connect with inspiring industry 
leaders and enjoy an interactive, thought-
provoking, content-rich agenda. 

AUGUST 2021

AV/IT SUMMIT
■ Virtual | August 5, 2021
The AV/IT Summit attracts end users and 
integrators, bringing everyone together in 
the same space for honest conversations 
and spirited debate. The event focuses on 
relationships, networking, and thought 
leadership.  

ASU+GSV SUMMIT 2021
▲ Hybrid | August 9-11, 2021
San Diego
Started in 2010 with a collaboration between 
Arizona State University (ASU) and Global 
Silicon Valley (GSV), the annual ASU+ GSV 

Summit connects leading minds focused on 
transforming society and business around 
learning and work. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL  
OF TEACHERS OF 
MATHEMATICS 
● In-Person | September 22-25, 2021
Atlanta
NCTM’s Annual Meeting & Exposition is the 
premier professional development event for 
mathematics educators, featuring hundreds of 
education sessions and a full range of program 
content, including learning opportunities, 
networking, and collaboration.

SEPTEMBER 2021

TECH & LEARNING  
REGIONAL LEADERSHIP 
SUMMIT
● In-Person | September 23, 2021
Austin, Texas (pre-ALET Fall Symposium)
The one-day Summit brings together district 
leaders in a relaxed setting where attendees 
can talk candidly about developing effective 
district strategic plans.

Students enjoy 
some hands-on 

learning at 
ISTE 2019.

http://www.techlearning.com
https://2021.connectedlearningsummit.org/
https://2021.connectedlearningsummit.org/
https://web.cvent.com/event/b091f4a9-a618-4e45-8532-7427c8c22651/summary
https://web.cvent.com/event/b091f4a9-a618-4e45-8532-7427c8c22651/summary
https://web.cvent.com/event/b091f4a9-a618-4e45-8532-7427c8c22651/summary
https://www.principalsconference.org/
https://www.principalsconference.org/
https://csteachers.org/page/csta-2021/
https://csteachers.org/page/csta-2021/
https://www.nsta.org/stem21
https://www.nsta.org/stem21
https://www.nsta.org/stem21
https://www.techlearningevents.com/nycschoolstechsummit/home
https://www.techlearningevents.com/nycschoolstechsummit/home
https://www.avitsummit.com/
https://www.asugsvsummit.com/
https://www.nctm.org/annualmeeting/
https://www.nctm.org/annualmeeting/
https://www.nctm.org/annualmeeting/
https://www.techlearningevents.com/regionalsummits
https://www.techlearningevents.com/regionalsummits
https://www.techlearningevents.com/regionalsummits
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OCTOBER 2021 
IMS LEARNING IMPACT  
LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
■ Virtual | October 4-7, 2021
Learning Impact is the annual event where 
leaders in education technology, K-12, 
higher education, and corporate learning 
come together to address the major topics in 
digital learning and how to collaborate on 
accelerating progress for learners and faculty 
at all levels.

QUALITY MATTERS: Q-UP 
FOR K-12 DIGITAL QUALITY 
CONFERENCE
■ Virtual  | October 15, 2021
Join QM members and educators from the 
K-12 community to discuss strategies for 
improving the quality of online learning and 
meeting student needs.Engage in curated 
sessions focused on improving the quality of 
online learning courses and programs.

ISTE CREATIVE 
CONSTRUCTOR LAB
■ Virtual | October 15-17, 2021
The Creative Constructor Lab Virtual lets 
educators try out media-rich projects using 
cutting-edge digital tools for audio, coding, 
design, gamification, augmented/virtual reality 
and more. Presentations and coaching from 
education innovators will help attendees tap 
into their most creative ideas.

TECH & LEARNING REGIONAL 
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 
● In-Person  | October 21, 2021
Chicago 
The one-day Summit brings together district 
leaders in a relaxed setting where attendees 
can talk candidly about developing effective 
district strategic plans.

EDUCAUSE ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE
▲ Hybrid | October 26-29, 2021
Philadelphia
The EDUCAUSE Annual Conference 
showcases the best thinking in higher 
education IT and brings together professionals 
and technology providers from around the 
world to share ideas, grow professionally, and 
discover solutions to today’s challenges.

NOVEMBER 2021

TECH & LEARNING REGIONAL 
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT 
● In-Person | November 4, 2021
Northeast
The one-day Summit brings together district 
leaders in a relaxed setting where attendees 
can talk candidly about developing effective 
district strategic plans.

CALIFORNIA IT IN 
EDUCATION (CITE)
● In-Person | November 16-19, 2021
Sacramento, CA
California IT in Education is a not-for-
profit, professional membership association 

supporting the IT professionals working in 
schools. CITE 2021 features top education 
technology speakers including bestselling 
author and digital leadership expert Erik 
Qualman and renowned scientist/science 
entertainer Dr.Kate Biberdorf. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF 
TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
● In-Person  | November 18-21, 2021
Louisville, KY
The 2021 NCTE Annual Convention welcomes 
thousands of educators, experts, authors, 
administrators, publishers, and others for a 
convention built around the themes of equity, 
justice, and antiracist teaching.

NATIONAL SUMMIT  
ON EDUCATION
● In-Person | November 18-19, 2021
Disney’s coronado Springs Resort
ExcelinEd’s annual National Summit on 
Education is the nation’s premier gathering 
of education policymakers, practitioners and 
advocates, providing a forum for exchanging 
results-based solutions and strategies to 
shape public policy. Featured speakers 
include Dr. Arthur Brooks, Dr. Clayton 
Christensen, Arne Duncan, Melinda Gates, 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice and many others.

DECEMBER 2021

LEARNING FORWARD
■ Virtual | December 5-7, 2021
Learning Forward’s 2021 Annual Conference 
aims to shift perspectives, power up expertise 
and transform teaching practice. This year’s 
theme of transformation parallels shared 
experiences as all respond to the immediate 
needs of educators and students during 
challenging times.

AV NETWORK NATION
■ Virtual | December 9, 2021
AV Network Nation (AVN²) is a one-day 
virtual experience about the future of pro AV 
technologies. AVN² will connect integrators, 
consultants, technology and IT managers to 
learn from honest and spirited conversations 
led by industry all-stars.

More fun with tech 
from ISTE 2019.

http://www.techlearning.com
https://www.cvent.com/c/abstracts/3f222d31-4868-42a2-8927-ffc036a4be42
https://www.cvent.com/c/abstracts/3f222d31-4868-42a2-8927-ffc036a4be42
https://www.qualitymatters.org/events/Q-Up-For-K-12-Quality-Conference
https://www.qualitymatters.org/events/Q-Up-For-K-12-Quality-Conference
https://www.qualitymatters.org/events/Q-Up-For-K-12-Quality-Conference
https://conference.iste.org/2021CreativeConstructorLab/
https://conference.iste.org/2021CreativeConstructorLab/
https://www.techlearningevents.com/regionalsummits
https://www.techlearningevents.com/regionalsummits
https://events.educause.edu/annual-conference
https://events.educause.edu/annual-conference
https://www.techlearningevents.com/regionalsummits
https://www.techlearningevents.com/regionalsummits
https://cite.org/page/2021Conference
https://cite.org/page/2021Conference
http://convention.ncte.org/2021-convention/general-info/
http://convention.ncte.org/2021-convention/general-info/
https://excelined.org/national-summit/
https://excelined.org/national-summit/
https://conference.learningforward.org/
http://www.avnetworknation.com
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JANUARY 2022
BETT
● In-Person | January 19-21, 2022
London
BETT provides attendees access to more than 
800 leading EdTech providers, 150 CPD content 
sessions, coordinated business meetings and 
exclusive networking opportunities.

TECH & LEARNING REGIONAL 
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
● In-Person | January 24, 2022
Orlando
The one-day Summit brings together district 
leaders in a relaxed setting where attendees 
can talk candidly about developing effective 
district strategic plans.

FETC | FUTURE OF 
EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY 
CONFERENCE
● In-Person | January 25 – 28, 2022
Orlando, Florida
For over 40 years, the National Future of 
Education Technology® Conference has 
gathered the most dynamic and innovative 
education leaders and professionals from 
around the world for an intensive, highly 
collaborative exploration of new technologies, 
best practices and pressing issues. 
 

FEBRUARY 2022
TECH & LEARNING REGIONAL 
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
● In-Person | February 7, 2022
Dallas 
The one-day Summit brings together district 
leaders in a relaxed setting where attendees 
can talk candidly about developing effective 
district strategic plans.

PENNSYLVANIA 
EDUCATIONAL 
TECHNOLOGY EXPO  
AND CONFERENCE
● In-Person | February 6-9, 2022
Hershey, PA
The Pennsylvania Education Technology 
Expo and Conference brings technology 
administrators and educators from all over 
Pennsylvania and surrounding areas to learn 

from leading experts in the education and 
technology fields.

TEXAS COMPUTER 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
● In-Person | February 7 – 10, 2022
Dallas, Texas
Since 1980, TCEA has worked to connect 
educators with the latest methods, techniques, 
and tech tools with the help of their peers. 

IDEACON2022
▲ Hybrid | February 14-17, 2022
Schaumburg, IL
IDEAcon features over one hundred 
innovative, engaging, and thought-provoking 
presenters representing a wide range of fields, 
topics, and teaching styles. 

NATIONAL CONFERENCE  
ON EDUCATION (AASA)
● In-Person | February 17-18, 2022
Nashville, Tennessee
Attendees increase their leadership skills and 
professional competence, exchange ideas and 
solutions with other education leaders and 
learn to address the controversial issues facing 
today’s educators. 

MARCH 2022
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION  
OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
● In-Person | March 2–4, 2022
Boston, MA
The NAIS Annual Conference is the premier 
professional development and networking 
event for administrators, trustees, and teachers 
at independent schools. 

APRIL 2022

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL 
& CONTINUING EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION
● In-Person | April 11-14, 2022
Orlando, FL
The Annual Conference convenes deans and 
other senior university leaders, key staff, 
and teams responsible for the management, 
administration, and growth of professional, 
continuing, and online education programs.

MAY 2022

INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE ON TEACHING 
AND LEADERSHIP 
EXCELLENCE (NISOD)
● In-Person | May 28-31, 2022
Austin, TX
NISOD’s International Conference on 
Teaching and Leadership Excellence provides 
faculty, administrators, and staff with the 
resources, ideas, and solutions that drive 
excellence in all areas of community and 
technical college campuses.

JUNE 2022

TECH & LEARNING REGIONAL 
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
● In-Person  | June 25, 2022
New Orleans (pre-ISTE)
The one-day Summit brings together district 
leaders in a relaxed setting where attendees 
can talk candidly about developing effective 
district strategic plans.

Empower Community 
High School’s Wisdom 
Amouzou spoke about 
supporting innovation 
and equity at the 2018 
Tech & Learning 
Summit in Denver, CO. 
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By Erik Ofgang 

I
n 1987, Nancy Knowlton and her husband David Martin founded 
Smart Technologies. A few years later they released the first SMART 
Board, an interactive whiteboard that has become a staple of tech-savvy 
classrooms. Now Knowlton has turned her attention to audio. 

Nureva Inc., her new company, makes lightweight sound bars that 
utilize trademarked microphone mist technology to fill classrooms and 

conference rooms with virtual microphones that can pickup a voice no 
matter where the speaker is located. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF CLASSROOM AUDIO 
Knowlton first realized the need for better quality audio while she was 

still running Smart Technologies. 
“We had the opportunity to meet a lot with remote colleagues for 

regular business meetings, sales calls, etc.,” Knowlton says. “We were always 
frustrated by the quality of the audio. We felt like we were asking people 
to repeat things. And so as we contemplated what we might do in a new 
business, we kept coming back to this old problem about the quality of 
audio pickup, and how detrimental that was to everything that included 
remote participants. And so it just seemed like a problem that needed to be 
solved and a good focal point for a new business that we could establish.” 

As the technology for Nureva was developed, Knowlton and her team 
realized it had applications beyond conference rooms. Even before the 
pandemic forced remote and hybrid learning upon K-12 and higher ed, 
there was a movement to create a better overall experience for remote 
learners, which, of course, includes better audio capture of lectures. 

While Nureva technology continues to support hybrid and blended 
classes, the company is also working on effective ways to amplify the 
teachers voice for those who are in the physical classroom and help provide 
more support for hearing-imparied students. They hope to do this by 
providing better quality recordings and by integrating Nureva products with 
other technologies, such as hearing aids. 

“I’ve seen a lot of data through the years talking about the percentage 

of students with hearing problems, and it’s shockingly high to me,” 
Knowlton says. About 1 in 5 American teenagers experience some degree 
of hearing loss, according to the Hearing Loss Association of America. 
“Paying attention to that critical element of the whole learning experience is 
something that all levels of education need to pay attention to,” she says. 

CLASSROOM DESIGN 
While helping to bring better quality audio to classrooms across 

North America, Knowlton has witnessed other trends in classroom 
design. “In some of the smaller classrooms, in higher education, as well 
as in the full realm of K to 12 spaces, the whole concept of flexibility and 
reconfigurability really comes into play,” Knowlton says. “So you see a 
lot of furniture where students can drag desks and tables into different 
configurations for small-group work, they can reset for individual work, and 
for whole-class work.” 

These classrooms are designed to facilitate active learning and 
collaboration. To meet this rising demand for reconfigurable spaces, audio 
requirements for a room extend well beyond a microphone on a lectern. 
More and more teachers are encouraged to move about the classroom and 
avoid the “sage on the stage” mentality. As a result, audio systems need to be 
capable of clearly picking up the voice of the lecturer wherever they roam. 

TIPS FOR IMPROVING  
YOUR SCHOOL’S AUDIO 

Online research and live demos are good, but education leaders 
exploring updates for their audio systems should start by taking any new 
product for a “test drive” in the type of spaces it will be used before making 
a large-scale investment, Knowlton says. 

“They need to try it out for themselves,” she says. Audio technology has 
changed rapidly in recent years and what might have been a price point for 
a certain type of quality system is no longer the price point. The same is true 
of installation costs and other aspects of audio technology. 

“Things change, they morph,” Knowlton says. These days, thanks in part 
to Knowlton’s efforts, audio is changing for the better.”

TURNING 
FOCUS TO 
CLASSROOM 
AUDIO
Nancy Knowlton’s new venture, Nureva Inc., is 
designed to help students hear their teachers better.

http://www.techlearning.com
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H
andwriting helps children learn, says Audrey van der Meer, 
a professor at the Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology and co-author of a recent study examining brain 
activity in children who are writing by hand. 

van der Meer has long studied the ways handwriting seems 
to increase brain activity and believes writing by hand should 

be prioritized in education systems throughout the world. 
For her most recent study, van der Meer and her colleagues used EEG 

monitoring to study how brain activity differed between 16 adults and 16 
school-age kids when they were handwriting in cursive and typing on a 
keyboard. The study demonstrates that when participants were writing by 
hand their brains were more primed for learning. This builds on previous 
research with similar findings. 

The use of pen and paper gives the brain more “hooks” to hang 
memories on, says van der Meer. She discusses her recent research and the 
importance of handwriting in general. 

T&L: What led you to start researching the difference between writing by 
hand and typing? 
Audrey van der Meer: We know from our developmental research with 
babies and young children that we have a brain – not to feel or think – but 
to help us to behave adequately in the environment. So the more we remove 
movements from our daily tasks, the less we use our brain for what it has 
evolved to be best at. 

What are some of the ways you found handwriting made children learn better?  
We show that the brain behaves differently when writing by hand as 
opposed to when typing on a keyboard. First of all, writing by hand involves 
much larger parts of the brain. Producing letters by hand requires intricate 
finger movements that are different for all the letters we write. In contrast, 
the movements involved when typing on a keyboard are very simple and, 
more importantly, they are the same for every key you press. Also, when 
writing or drawing by hand the senses are much more involved.

In regard to your recent handwriting study, you’ve talked about how using 
a pen and a paper gives the brain more “hooks” to hang knowledge on. 
Why is that the case? 
When large parts of the brain are involved in a given task, the brain needs to 

communicate relevant information between these different active parts of the 
brain. This is done by neural oscillations, where neurons in different parts of 
the brain oscillate in and out of sync at different frequencies. Research has 
found that oscillations at specific frequencies in the sensorimotor areas of the 
brain put the brain in a state that facilitates learning and remembering. 

What are some changes educators might consider making to how they 
teach based upon your study and previous research on the benefits of 
handwriting?  
Please continue to teach the skill of handwriting, because it stimulates the 
brain. Even though it is difficult for a 6-year-old to produce letters by hand 
on paper, we have shown that it is excellent training for the brain. It also 
promotes letter recognition in young children. 

Of course, when writing an essay it is more practical to use a laptop, but 
when taking lecture notes it is beneficial to use a pen and to practice visual 
notetaking because it improves conceptual knowledge. Instead of noting 
down everything the lecturer says, pupils should only write down keywords 
supplemented with small drawings, boxes, arrows, underlining etc. 

When using a keyboard, it is possible to type so fast that you can note 
down, almost blindly, everything the lecturer says. But when taking notes by 
hand, you have to process the incoming information and link it to concepts 
and knowledge you already have, before writing down the essence. This way, 
you make the material your own, so to speak. And incidentally, this also 
explains why using a mate’s lecture notes does not seem to work.  

Fascinating! Did you differentiate between cursive and regular handwriting? 
We studied cursive handwriting, but we are convinced that the central issue 
here is to make intricate hand movements. So printing block letters will be 
equally beneficial for the (developing) brain. 

Anything else you’d like to add? 
Young children nowadays spend so much time behind a screen that they 
hardly know how to hold a pencil when they start school. Coloring, laying 
puzzles, beading, drawing, and writing by hand all require fine motor skills 
and precise head-eye and eye-hand coordination, and should be encouraged 
at home and in kindergarten from a young age. And writing in Japanese 
and Chinese is almost like drawing, while doing math on a keyboard is very 
cumbersome.

    TEACHING
Handwriting

IS IMPORTANT: TAKEAWAYS
FROM NEW RESEARCH
Audrey van der Meer, a professor at the Norwegian University  
of Science and Technology, discusses her recent research

By Erik Ofgang

WHY
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G
etting an education grant when so many schools and districts 
are searching for funds requires having a winning strategy. 
And having a good strategy prevents the process from seeming 
overwhelming. 

Begin by devising a plan for how you will develop 
the proposal. You can do it on paper or even use project 

management software to help keep you organized. 
The tasks to include are: define priorities, assign responsibilities, create a 

schedule, and stick to deadlines. You’ll also need to communicate with your 
team and measure progress. You can use the guidelines below (these make a 
great checklist!) to make sure you’re on track to create a winning proposal. 
To make it all manageable, you can break down what you should do into 
five categories.

But first things first. Be sure that your ideas and needs match the 
education grant. If so, you’re ahead of the game. Many people see dollar 
signs or read the word ‘technology’ in a proposal and don’t really address 

what the funder wants to accomplish. 
Second, be sure to dovetail your ideas with those outlined in your school 

or district’s long-range plans. It’s helpful to show how you will further the 
goals of the wider community. 

Third, be clear about who the students are that the project will serve. 
Show how your ideas will make an important difference in their ability to 
think and learn and in their achievement. 

Fourth, having the right team, people with the specific abilities to do the 
work you outline in the proposal, makes all the difference. And there should 
be an underlying support of materials and professional development to 
assist teachers and coaches in working with the students. 

Fifth and last, focus on students and ideas; don’t focus on the 
technology. And don’t write the proposal as a wish list of things you 
want. You need to show how technology will support your idea. It’s very 
important that the technology you request will make a real difference. Be 
specific. 

EDUCATION GRANTS:  
5 GUIDELINES TO WIN ONE
When creating a proposal for an education grant, matching ideas and needs  
across the process is critical 

By Gwen Solomon

ARIEL SKELLEY/GETTY IMAGES
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5 GRANT GUIDELINES

1  Match your ideas and needs 
to what the education grant 
funder is looking for 
• Do you clearly understand the mission of the funder?
• Is this the best organizational match for your funding request?
• Is your idea compelling? Does it show your commitment?
• Have you matched your answers to the grant’s selection criteria?
• Is your budget realistic?

2  Align your ideas and needs 
to the school and/or district’s 
plan (short term/long term)  
for the future 
• Does the education grant proposal tie into what the school or district 

wants to achieve in the next year or two?
• Does the proposal tie into what the school or district has stated it wants 

to achieve for it’s long term mission?
• Does your proposal reflect best practices for instruction and learning?
• Does your application include a clear summary that articulates your 

vision for the project and need for the money within the context of the 
school or district?

• Have you included research data or statistics to support your concept?
• Have you defined success and how you will measure the effectiveness of 

the project throughout the duration of the grant?
• Do you have stakeholder buy-in?
• Have you conveyed what the impact will be on your school or district if 

you are successful?
• Is your budget detailed and realistic?

3  Match your ideas and 
needs to the specific student 
population 
• Is your education grant idea meaningful to student learning?
• Is your idea powerful for student learning? Will it have an  

important effect?
• Is it clear how you will implement your proposal?
• Does your proposal for funds include a sense of urgency?
• Are there specific, measurable goals and objectives?
• Is there alignment of your needs, goals, and objectives?

4  Fit your ideas and needs to  
the school/district’s capacities 
• Have you allocated staff time to manage the project?
• Have you outlined the contributions of the people associated with the 

application and how their expertise is critical to the project’s success?
• Have you cross checked the timeline against the budget?
• Do you have a plan in place to submit progress reports as required by 

the grant?
• Have you addressed sustainability after the funds are spent?
• How will the needs of the community be met moving forward? Is the 

project replicable by others?

5  Match your technology 
requests to your ideas  
and needs 
• Have you defined the technology required for each part of the proposal?
• Have you outlined how technology is essential in implementing the 

grant goals?
• Have you shown how technology can be used to improve student 

achievement and/or staff development?
• Have you tied the technology expenses to the proposed budget?
• One last tip
• Keep the grant criteria in mind as you write your proposal. That will 

help guide you to address everything and will improve the likelihood of 
your proposal’s success. 

http://www.techlearning.com
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W
e’ve seen technology adopted in education more widely 
from 2019 to 2021 than it may have been used in the 
previous ten years. Education is encountering an ever-
evolving reformation that will hopefully create a better 
system for learning and teaching on the other side of 
the pandemic. 

As a result of this overwhelming adoption, some transformational 
trends may be headed our way. Micro lessons, integrated whole classrooms, 
and reconsidering assessments are three trends supported by research that 
we should be following as we move into the upcoming school year. 

MICRO LESSONS 

1 
When we think of micro credentialing, we think of incremental 
competency-based learning modules. A recent study conducted during 
COVID-19 modeled the long-running impact of the pandemic and 
determined that we will need more than just remediation to support 

learning gains next year. 
The study suggests a reorientation to curriculum that is aligned 

with learner needs. Personalizing instruction through blended learning 
methodologies is certainly one tool teachers could use to reorient students 
to the curriculum. Teaching in mini lesson format with intermittent 

3 EDUCATION TRENDS 
TO WATCH FOR THE 
UPCOMING SCHOOL YEAR
Education trends in the year ahead include micro lessons, integrated whole 
classrooms, and reconsidering assessments 

By Dr. Kecia Ray
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EDUCATION TRENDS

formative assessment helps the teacher determine 
where the learner is with every incremental lesson. 
Just like micro credentialing but at a much faster pace. 
The learning gains, according to the study, could be 
as much as a full year when teachers utilize blended 
learning alongside intervention strategies. 

INTEGRATED  
WHOLE CLASSROOM 

2 
We have learned to use a lot of technology 
sitting in our living rooms or home offices, 
and some of us have become quite savvy to 
connect a variety of devices and gadgets to our 

laptops in order for our classrooms to feel immersive 
and engaging. But what does that mean for physical 
classroom design? 

The research on active learning is extensive 
and much of it is focused on the use of interactive 
technologies. A new study calls out that it isn’t who 
or even what you teach but rather how you teach that 
makes the difference in learning outcomes. The study 
was conducted at the university level but can apply to 
all levels K-20. Polling, response apps, small group instruction, collaborative 
activities, and peer instruction are some of the effective strategies identified 
in active learning. Evidence shows that experience teaching matters because 
teachers with experience using technology as a primary teaching tool are 
more likely to incorporate effective instructional strategies into the online 
environment, which yields higher student outcomes. The study further 
revealed that when this occurred, there was no evidence disadvantaged 
groups were further disadvantaged. 

Thinking about classroom design as having all the necessary 
technologies -- interactive panels, individual devices for students and 
teachers, integrated software, integrated hardware solutions, accessible high 
quality digital content, interactive applications -- along with a teacher who 
is well equipped to design classes that incorporate effective instructional 
strategies will yield high performing students, no matter who you are 
teaching!

RETHINKING ASSESSMENT 

3 
Assessment is necessary to measure student 
progress but it doesn’t necessarily need to 
require one hundred questions on a test. 
Rethinking the way we measure student 

progress is something we should prioritize as we 
reimagine school. 

High-stakes tests ultimately measure moments in 
time that are incredibly far apart from one another. 
Formative and benchmark assessments provide a 
much clearer perspective of where the learner is 
with their learning on an ongoing basis. Considering 
portfolio assessment is another alternative to high-
stakes assessments and it enables the students’ voice to 
be present in their own knowledge assessment. 

A study out of Sweden suggests computer-based 
tools for formative assessment provide powerful 
resources for creating and delivering assessments. 
The computer-based tools remove bias from the 
grading process and increase efficiency of the 
feedback loop during the time the test was completed 
and graded. Computer-based assessments can 
range from software with embedded assessments 

to a solution that enables teachers to create and grade assessments. The 
use of these varieties can accelerate the learning process as well since 
teachers will have ready access to assessment results and may design 
their instruction accordingly. This use of assessments as an informative 
tool rather than an evaluative tool provides a more authentic use of 
assessments as a learning tool. 

Of course, other trends will be in view during our exodus from COVID, 
but these three can make the difference in how students learn and re-engage 
with school. As you plan for next year, be sure to consider instruction, 
assessment, and the tools needed for success in the classroom. The 
intentionality around these things could make all the difference.

Dr. Kecia Ray is a strategic thinker and a proven leader in K12 
transformation. She serves as Tech & Learning’s Brand Ambassador and is the 
founder of the consulting service, K20Connect 

AS YOU PLAN FOR 
NEXT YEAR, BE 
SURE TO CONSIDER 
INSTRUCTION, 
ASSESSMENT, AND 
THE TOOLS NEEDED 
FOR SUCCESS IN THE 
CLASSROOM. THE 
INTENTIONALITY 
AROUND THESE  
THINGS COULD  
MAKE ALL THE 
DIFFERENCE.”
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BRAINPOP
BrainPOP is an online educational 
solution that makes rigorous learning 
experiences accessible and engaging 
for all students. Over 850 schools 
across NYCDOE, as well as 68% of 
students across New York state, utilize 
BrainPOP to raise academic achievement and strengthen students’ critical, 
computational, and creative thinking skills. BrainPOP is committed to 
empowering kids to succeed and thrive in the classroom and Beyond.
 

CONTENTKEEPER
ContentKeeper’s Cloud Filtering and Security Platform makes it easier for 
schools to enable safe digital and distance learning. Unmatched cross-
platform filtering intelligence, AI technologies, and in-depth analytics provide 
real-time visibility, granular controls, and seamless reporting across all devices 
and web browsers, ensuring student safety both on and off campus. 

DISCOVERY EDUCATION
Discovery Education is the leader in digital curriculum resources for K-12 
classrooms and is transforming teaching and learning, and  improving 
academic achievement around the globe. Discovery Education currently 
serves approximately 4.5 million educators and 45 million students 
worldwide, and its resources are accessed in over 140 countries.

EDLIO
At Edlio, we help school leaders 
build trust with every digital 
interaction. For 20 years, Edlio has 
been providing K-12 districts easy, 
robust communication and payment solutions. Edlio’s website platform 
makes managing a beautiful online presence and direct messaging easy. Edlio 
Broadcast connects school to home with auto-translated voice, text, and email 
messaging. OSP by Edlio, our payments platform, simplifies collecting and 
managing online fees and donations, with built-in financial reporting. 

EDOVATE LEARNING CORP
Edovate Learning Corp is one of the longest, running providers of 
personalized online in-school or home education options. Whether 
your district is looking into full-time virtual options, a district-owned 
homeschool program, or supplemental course options, this trusted brand 
is a partner to help your district increase access to courses and curriculum- 
either synchronously or asynchronously. 

GRADECAM
GradeCam is a provider of easy and innovative assessment solutions that 
empower educators to minimize workloads and maximize learning. Whether 
it’s bridging the distance between in-class and online assignments, saving time 
scoring and transferring grades, or aggregating flexible and shareable data, 
GradeCam simplifies and streamlines tasks so teachers can focus on teaching. 
And perhaps best of all, it doesn’t require any proprietary forms, special 
equipment, or time-intensive training to get started.

HARMONY / INSPIRE
Inspire Teaching & Learning and Harmony SEL are affiliate programs of 
the National University System. Inspire celebrates and supports pre- and in-
service educators with no-cost online professional development and adult SEL 
opportunities. Harmony builds affirming social and emotional learning (SEL) 
experiences across contexts through relationship-driven lessons and activities 
to help children grow up to be compassionate and caring adults. Harmony is 
named a CASELect program by the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and 
Emotional Learning (CASEL). Learn more about Harmony at harmonysel.org. 
Learn more about Inspire at inspireteaching.org. 
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LEARNING ALLY
The Learning Ally Audiobook Solution serves K-12 students who struggle 
with reading in general education and special education settings, in order 
to help with class participation, comprehension, below-level readers, 
and foster a love of books in students for whom reading is difficult. With 
over 82,000 human-read audiobooks, professional learning for educators, 
ongoing support and access for all educators, this program will help close 
achievement gaps that have widened, especially in the past year. Audiobooks 
include curriculum-aligned text books, literature, popular fiction, and non-
fiction. With a suite of educator tools for real-time progress monitoring and 
reporting, this program helps educators implement personalized instruction 
and develop engaged learners who can reach their full potential. NOW is 
the most important time to begin, so Learning Ally access is embedded to 
keep your students engaged and reading independently over summer! As 
a nonprofit organization, Learning Ally is offering complimentary access 
for the rest of the school year, when districts/schools purchase for the next 
school year(s).

MOBILEMIND
MobileMind, a Google-certified professional development partner, offers 
a cloud-based, asynchronous learning platform designed to help teachers 
integrate technology into the classroom to improve student outcomes. 
MobileMind is the only platform that allows districts to consolidate all of 
their PD initiatives, from Google PD and new technology to curriculum to 
compliance. MobileMind delivers anytime, anywhere access to personalized 
micro-courses, activity-based learning, digital badging, and reporting.

OVERDRIVE EDUCATION
The Sora student reading 
app, from OverDrive 
Education, connects 
48,000 K-12 schools 
worldwide with the 
industry’s largest catalog 
of ebooks, audiobooks, and streaming video. Sora provides 24/7 access 
to books and powerful learning tools and insights to meet the needs of 
students and educators. discoversora.com.

UNRULY SPLATS
Unruly Splats are the first STEM 
learning tool that combines 
coding with active play. Students 
build their own games with 
programmable floor buttons they 
code to light up, make sounds, 
and collect points when stomped on. Using our block-based coding app, 
students create games such as relay races, obstacle courses, and dance 
games!  The team includes experts in cognitive science, education, and 
technology who bring experience from Scratch, Hasbro, Nickelodeon, 
iRobot, and MIT Media Lab.

WIX EDUCATION
Sign up to Wix Education and get everything you need to give your students 
the skills to be future creators of the web. With a free, all-inclusive curriculum, 
interactive learning activities, and online class management tools, Wix 
Education is the go-to platform for teaching web creation in the classroom for 
students ages 13+. Sign up now to get early access to our courses — Intro to 
Wix and the Web, Web Creation 101, and Web Design.

RESOURCES
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